YOUR NEW WATERBOY 85 LITRE
STARTING UP YOUR WATERBOY.....






Secure the Waterboy in place using the brackets and bolts provided.
 For installation in a horsebox refer to the attached Installation Instruction
Make sure the bung has been inserted in the drain hole before filling with water.
Open the black screw cap in the white tank to fill your Waterboy with clean water.
Refit the lid and turn on the red switch to 1 (ON).
Water flow is now controlled by turning on or off the spray head trigger.

BATTERY CHARGING......







To charge open the green panel in the tray of your Waterboy by removing the black screw.
Disconnect the battery at the connector plug.
Remove the battery from the battery compartment and plug the connector into the charger.
Connect your charger to a mains supply 220V.
 A solar trickle charger is also available for charging on the go, see website for details
A red light will come on. Your Waterboy charger is now charging.
The charger turns off automatically when the battery is fully charged. Charging time is 5
hours. Refit the battery in your Waterboy and securely fasten the compartment lid.

BATTERY MAINTENANCE.....




For maximum battery life, keep your battery fully charged during periods of non-use.
NEVER leave the battery fully discharged.
The gel sealed battery requires no further maintenance.

TANK MAINTENANCE.....






Fill your Waterboy tank with only clean water. Do not fill with corrosive liquids.
Normal soap or shampoos can be used but the tank must be cleaned after use.
Clean your tank regularly.
If there is a danger of freezing temperatures empty your Waterboy tank completely then run
the pump for a few seconds to remove all the remaining water.
For further information contact Waterboy on 00353 1 8357187 or sales@waterboy.ie

Place both small brackets behind the vertical
members of your horse trailer, against a solid
wall in a truck body, or in another suitably
secure position.

Place the large bracket on the front of your
Waterboy Unit at an appropriate height to keep
it secure. Ensure the provided bolts are in
position on both sides.

Bring the brackets together and line up the bolts
with the holes on the small brackets. Choose
the holes that best secure your Waterboy Unit in
place. Then attach and tighten the provided
wingnuts to the bolts.

Your Waterboy unit is now installed.
Check the brackets and unit before each
journey to ensure it is secure and safely fixed.
If there is any doubt seek professional
assistance to secure safely.

